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CANCER SOLAR FULL MOON RITUAL – 2018 
 

DAY FIVE - REGISTRATION AND DISTRIBUTION 
 

In Service of the Christ and the Great Ones for the Full Flowering of Humanity 

ʘ 

CANCER – THE LIGHT WITHIN THE FORM 

 

The Diffused Light of Substance Itself – 

The Dark Light of Matter awaiting stimulation from the Light of the Soul 

 

“THE WHOLE IS SEEN AS ONE” 

 
◊ Standing in the Life and Beauty of the Cosmos …. We breathe in the “Breath of Life” energy of 

Cancer pouring through the “the Heart of 

the Sun” … and all the Centers.  

 

◊  Let us Be in That space where the Great 

Breath is Breathing Us – giving of Itself, … 

life-giving strength … luminous Light … 

and Universal Love, … pouring from the 

Heart of God … into us – through the 

Chalice of the Crown. 

 

◊ Remembering “the Breath is the Life 

pouring through all the centers”, we stand 

in the peaceful presence of the Soul … and the 

wider Soul field, sounding a sacred OM.   

◊ With “intense spiritual aspiration” 

(reaching higher), we breathe in pure atoms 

of light, love and life from the higher planes 

of the Soul (True Soul Self) pouring through 

the Crown Center… and all the Centers … out through the feet “blessing the Earth upon which 

we walk”.  ◊ Of its own accord, the energy returns Home whence it came as a great fountain of 

circulating life energy. 

◊ Attuning with the Solar Angel and Angel of Cancer governing the 4th petal of the “Heart in the Head 

Lotus”… we welcome Their Angelic Presence to guide our inner process with Joyful Cooperation and 

Comprehension.   

OM  
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† 

THE SOUL IS GROUP CONSCIOUS 

 

◊ As Souls, we stand in the lighted, loving field of 

the Soul Star Group. ◊ In one unified solar breath, 

simultaneously 'ray forth’ Soul Light and Love – 

Soul to Soul, to all herein gathered ... creating one 

living network of unified Soul vibration. ◊ In the 

next breath of life —whilst sounding the sacred 

WORD, as One Group Soul we extend love and 

light to the Christ standing in the Center … 

remaining open to the return flow from the Heart 

of the Christ. ◊ We sense the Group as a living, 

pulsing, beating Heart – a rainbow Sphere filled-

full with Soul virtues, Soul Ray powers and 

Christ Love.  ◊ OM 

◊ Through these inclusive, unifying group 

alignments, with the inner Eye of the Soul, energy 

lines and LIGHT waves are seen linking the Soul Star Group with Groups worldwide (inner and 

outer) vibrating in resonance with the "greater GROUP of Groups" in Whose Center stands the Christ 

infused by Cosmic, Solar and Planetary Christ Energy. ◊ Let us pause to register the living Presence of 

this synthesized energy field—“the great Potency of the Inner Groups” within which stands the 

Christ—surrounded and augmented by three extra-planetary Lives and the Lord of the World of 

Shamballa (of Whom Christ is a Disciple).   

 

◊ Be affirmed in the Master’s words of the “joy of participation in the Masters' plans” knowing “all 

is well that associates you closely with Them.” 

 

“THE WHOLE IS SEEN AS ONE” 

 

∞ 

~ Sound the Great Invocation ~ 

(Now or after the Reflection)  

† 
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DAY 5: REGISTERING CONTACT and REFLECTIONS - First Day after the Full Moon 

As the 24 hour “guarding and holding” period of the Full Moon Day ends (the 12 hours before 

and 12 hours after the exact moment), we move toward “distribution” – extending in blessing 

what we have contacted and received for a new mode of living and being in the world as Souls –as 

‘Christs walking the planes of earth’ .  We begin with ourselves, our environments, our groups, and 

wherever there is a need to which we are called in joyous service - for Humanity and the Earth 

Herself. 

These Days of Distribution are intended to deepen 

and “reveal” that which was received as the 

energies continue to 'distribute' through the Soul 

and throughout our 3-fold vehicle (mental, 

emotional and physical/etheric bodies).  These 

subtler effects of “inner distribution” will continue 

… necessitating conscious registration if we are to 

make them ‘our own’ – further unfolding the inner 

Chalice (the 12-petalled Egoic lotus) that is the “Mind 

of Christ” in us. Let us Be in ‘ready state’ – 

watchful, listening and actively invoking. 

Engaging in a reflective review process reinforces 

what actually happened but which may not have fully 

registered in consciousness. Reflection often surfaces 

what is subtly happening now below the threshold of 

our awareness, further strengthening soul-infusion of the personality as a whole, or one or more of the 

three-fold vehicles of the personality. 

 

In this light, let us continue to register the release of new energies, ‘listen for impressions’ as 

intuitions and awarenesses “fall into” the heart/ mind, or “break-through” into the 

etheric/physical system as living power. “God” is speaking to us all the time.  Let us also be 

observant and alert to the ‘signs’ in the environment ‘speaking to us’ from the Kingdoms of 

nature, the four elements … and spontaneous momentous events great and small.  

 

Let us also be cognizant of the refinements in consciousness that are likely occurring as the 

“inner Eye” or lens through which we perceive (see) is developing, evolving and gaining new 

capacity as a result of these monthly disciplines.  As we understand more, we will see more 

wholly and truly – with widened and truer Soul perception.  These too are ‘signs’ (indications) of 

an expanding consciousness; with it come new interpretative powers.  They are subtle & 

unmistakable.  Notice them.  Revisit them. Allow them to take hold – to grip and fortify your 

inner progress and service potentials on the Lighted Way. 
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REFLECTIONS for Day 5 

 

Let us consciously re-enter and remember the Full Moon field, calling to mind what was registered … 

and still registering. 

 

What new has arisen in the field of your awareness?   

 

What new has arisen in your thought-life? 

What was reinforced?  What is gaining strength? 

As the new Mind of Christ, the Christ Mind grows in you (in us), are you perceiving ‘anew’ in the light 

of the Soul?  Is a New Mind, the Christ Mind, taking over?  

Is there a growing power of “loving understanding”?  The understanding that comes when situations 

are seen through the greater Heart of Love?   

Is something ‘old’ perceived anew, differently, more comprehensively … or let go of? 

 

LIVING SOUL REFLECTIONS 

On this first day of reflection, let this day also be about each of us ‘as a living soul reflecting on 

our soul life and progress’. 

The personality, increasingly connected and drawn up (through Ascension) into the loving light, 

life and Will of the Soul, is being freed from the pulls of lesser desires and perception, to be used 

as a purified vehicle of Soul expression for higher purposes. 

◊ Find a way to link the insights from your reflections into fluid dynamic statements.  

 

◊ Is there a new story emerging for you now? … a story or narrative that inspires and 

confirms the Truth.  Create some thoughts around it – thoughtful expressions that reflect 

the Christ Self emerging.  
 

† 

 

 

 
 

(Suggestion: In closing today, play music from “Cosmos” by Vangelis (website) with the following:) 

Reaching deep into the farthest recesses of memory, we move to Remember ~  
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" T H E  F O R G O T T E N  S O N G ”  

 

 

“Beyond the body, beyond the sun and stars, past everything you see and yet somehow 

familiar, is an arc of golden light that stretches as you look into a great and shining circle.  

And all the circle fills with light before your eyes. 

The edges of the circle disappear, and what is in it is no longer contained at all.  

The light expands and covers everything, extending to infinity forever shining and with no 

break or limit anywhere.  Within it everything is joined in perfect continuity.  

Nor is it possible to imagine that anything could be outside, for there is nowhere that this 

Light is not. 

"This is the Vision of the Son of God, whom you know well.  Here is the sight … Who 

knows His Father.  

Here is the memory of What you are; a part of This, with all of it within, and joined to all as 

surely as all is joined in you. 

Accept the Vision That can show you This, and not the body.  
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(continued) 

You know the ancient Song, and know it well. Nothing will ever be as dear to you as is this 

ancient hymn of Love the Son of God sings to his Father still. 

And now the blind can see, for that same song they sing in honor of their Creator gives 

praise to them as well. The blindness that they made will not withstand the memory of this 

Song. 

And they will look upon the vision of the Son of God, remembering Who He Is they sing Of. 

What is a Miracle but this remembering? And who is there in whom this memory lies not? 

The Light in one awakens It in All. And when you see It in your brother, you [are] 

remembering for everyone." 

(ACIM, Chp. 21) 

Let us never forget to remember 

OM 

∞ 
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